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Public Input Meeting
A public input meeting to discuss the future of Kerlick Park was held on January 24, 2013 at New Braunfels
Christian Academy from 6 to 8 p.m. Residents from the Mission Oaks neighborhood near Kerlick Park attended to
discuss the park project. Citizens were able to participate in two exercises to communicate their desires for the
park’s future. 47 people attending the meeting participated in a written questionnaire and approximately 42
participated in design concept selections. The City of New Braunfels Parks and Recreation Department will use the
community’s input to design a special space that best fits the neighborhood’s wants and needs.
The information gathered through the
questionnaire and design concept
boards was analyzed to discern
potential park improvements. The
prospective park amenities indicate
compromises between different public
opinions or what the majority of citizens
want to see happen at Kerlick Park.

Kerlick Park Address:
501 Kerlick Lane, New Braunfels, Texas
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Analyzing the Written Questionnaire

Analyzing Information –
Written Questionnaires
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During the public input meeting, citizens were able to fill out a written questionnaire. It included questions such as:
How often do you visit Kerlick Park?
Do you live within walking distance of Kerlick Park?
Do you enjoy Kerlick Park as currently configured?
What uses do you want? Possible answers included picnic tables, children’s playground, a dog park, natural
areas, habitat for birds and other wildlife, strolling walking trail, etc. People could select as many uses as
they wanted.
What do you not want at Kerlick Park?
What park features would you leave the same?
What would you change or add?
47 people filled out this questionnaire providing their views and ideas on the future of Kerlick Park. This
information is extremely valuable in ensuring the satisfaction of the residents about the end result of Kerlick Park.
To analyze the feedback and achieve a clear understanding of what the people wanted, questionnaire answers
were read and tallied. This made it possible to observe which amenities were most commonly liked or disliked.
Indentifying highly commented on amenities showed what the majority of people cared about and was important
for the city to address, incorporate, or leave out of a prospective design.

Kerlick Park Questionnaire
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This is the
questionnaire given
to attendees of the
Kerlick Park Public
Input Meeting.
Residents were
able to answer
questions and
express their
opinions on what
amenities and
features they did
or did not want to
see incorporated at
Kerlick Park.
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Questionnaire Summary
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Walking / Strolling Path
Over half of the people taking surveys requested a walking path in the park. This promotes exercise for all age
groups for the neighborhood.

Seating
Having benches for an individual to read a book, reflect, observe nature, or rest while walking is the highest
requested item. 66% of the people that took part in the written survey requested benches be placed on the site.
Suggested locations included at the top of the hill and under trees to take advantage of the shade.

Picnic Tables
A few picnic tables for small groups of people were wanted by the citizens. They do not want the park to be
used for large groups of people.

Nature-Based
Around half of the questionnaire takers commented on the importance to maintaining and improving the natural
qualities of the site. They liked the ideas of the park being a habitat for birds and other wildlife and for natural
areas to be included in the design. There were a few comments on keeping the existing trees and terrain.

Playground Equipment
Almost half of the survey takers said they would like playground equipment. A few said they wanted a simple
swing-set or a small playground. They do not want to have a skate park.

ADA Accessibility
23% of the people want to ensure that amenities at the park are available to be used by everyone.

Questionnaire Summary
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Fencing
The immediate neighbors to the sides and behind the park requested privacy fencing to protect their property and
privacy from the public park. There were also a few requests for fencing along the street face of the park.

Parking
The residents of the neighborhood do not want additional parking provided for the park. The immediate
neighbors along Kerlick Lane do not want the added traffic and parked cars of a large community park. They
want a park that is geared towards the neighborhood, especially citizens who live within walking distance of the
park.

Speed Bumps
There were a few questionnaire responses that were concerned about the speed of traffic in front of the park.
There were mixed opinions on the use of speed bumps along Kerlick Lane.

No Buildings or Restrooms
Public restrooms and other buildings on the site were not desired by the neighborhood.

Not a Dog Park
People in the neighborhood do not want Kerlick Park to be solely a dog park.

No Park
There are a portion of citizens in the neighborhood that do not want a park developed at this location. Around
25% of the people commented to sell the park land for the construction of a single family home. However, over
50% had some ideas on how the park could be developed in a more enjoyable public space.

Current Number of Visitors to
Kerlick Park – Questionnaire Results
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Visit Once Per
Week, 1

Visit Once
Per Month, 1

Last Visit Was
More Than 12
Months Ago, 2

Never Visited, 9

Did Not Answer,
27

Did Not Realize
It Was a Park, 7

Kerlick Park is rarely
used at the moment
according to the
questionnaire.

Signs, as well as the
addition of valued
amenities, will help
increase use of the
space.

Proximity of Residents to
Kerlick Park – Questionnaire Results
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Flyers for the public input
meeting were mailed to
homes located within a
quarter mile radius around
Kerlick Park.
Of the 47 people filled out
the questionnaire, 43 felt
that they live within
walking distance of the
park. This is a positive
aspect for the residents
that the park is within
walking and cycling
distance of many people.

Did Not
Answer, 4

Live Within
Walking
Distance, 43

Satisfaction with Current
Configuration – Questionnaire Results
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No Answer / Not
Applicable, 13

Enjoy Park As
Configured Now,
11

Do Not Enjoy
Park As
Configured Now,
22

Currently, twice as many
people do not enjoy the
park than do enjoy the
park.
The people that did not
answer the question or
said it was not applicable,
did so because they had
not previously visited the
park or were unsure.

Future of Kerlick Park –
Questionnaire Results
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Want The Park
To Stay As Is, 9

Had Ideas on
Park
Improvements, 24
No Park - Sell for
Homes, 12

No Park - Keep
Land, 2

Half of the questionnaires
suggested some kind of
improvement for the park.
However, some do not
want it to change or want
the city to sell the land so
a single family home can
be built.

User Groups – Questionnaire Results
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School Groups
13%
No School
Groups
9%
Large Groups
(80+)
4%
Small Group
Picnic
57%

No Large Groups
(80+)
17%

There were 23 comments
on the type of groups that
the citizens would or
would not like to see the
park accommodate. The
neighborhood seems much
more receptive to small,
family sized groups using
the park than larger
gatherings. There were
mixed opinions on school
groups using the space.

Park Furniture – Questionnaire Results
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Bench Swing
2%
There were 54 comments
on the types of park
furniture that would be
used.

Picnic Tables
39%

Benches
57%

No Picnic Tables
2%

Play Options – Questionnaire Results
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Sports Instruction
3%
No
No Basketball
Skateboarding /
Court
Skate Parks
3%
11%
Exercise Park
3%
Tennis Court
3%

Sports Field
Rental
2%
No Sports
Field Rental
8%

No Playground
5%
Small Child
Playground /
Swing
11%

Child Playground
Equipment
51%

There were 37 comments
on playground
equipments, fields, and
courts.
The neighborhood is much
more receptive to a
playground or a swing set
than a basketball court,
skate park, or sports field.

Misc. Site Structures –
Questionnaire Results
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Public Restroom
2%

Fence
10%

Privacy Fence
/ Solid Wall
10%

Drinking
Fountains
2%
No Public
Restroom
43%
Rule Signs
19%

No Buildings
14%

There were 42 comments
concerning types of
miscellaneous site
structures in the park. The
public is against restrooms
and solid structures. They
would like signs that
provide direction,
information and
regulations. Fencing is
also a concern, especially
for the neighbors on either
side and behind the park.

Nature Based– Questionnaire Results
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Maintenance of
Grass and Trees
4%
Keep Existing
Natural
Surroundings
4%

Kids Garden /
Raised Beds
4%

Keep Trees
9%
Natural Areas
40%

Keep Hill
6%

Habitat for Birds
/ Wildlife
33%

There were 70 comments
concerning types of
materials and nature in
the park. Citizens were
very interested in
maintaining the natural
areas, trees, landscape
and providing a habitat
for birds and wildlife.
There were also a few
suggestions to create a
Kids Garden for children
in the neighborhood or at
New Braunfels Christian
Academy.

Dogs – Questionnaire Results
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The neighborhood does
not want Kerlick Park to
become a dog park.

Dog Park
8%

Small Fenced
Area for Dogs
25%

No Dog Park
67%
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Analyzing the Design Concept Boards

Analyzing Information –
Design Concept Boards
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For the second input exercise, citizens were given two green dots and two red dots. They used these dots to
express positive (green) and negative (red) feelings about different design concepts presented as images on
display boards.
The two topics on the design concept boards were Traditional Amenities and Nature Play Amenities.

Traditional amenities included a pavilion, playground, swings, seat wall, tree plantings, strolling path, artistic
pieces, unique paving, granite gravel, short court, fencing, park furniture like picnic tables and benches,
drinking fountains, contemporary playground equipment and other traditional playground equipment.
Nature play amenities included hillside play, rock climbing, rustic design, unique playground equipment,
natural stage, imagination play, natural materials, durable reproductions, and harmonic design.
The number of green dots and red dots placed on each picture was tallied. A greater number of dots on a
picture let the city know that the neighborhood had a strong reaction to the idea. This helped staff
understand what the neighborhood wanted included or excluded from the design.
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Kerlick Park

Site images

Nature Play Amenities
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Traditional Amenities
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Design Concept Boards After
Public Input Meeting
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Design Concept Boards After
Public Input Meeting
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Design Concept Boards After
Public Input Meeting
28

Design Concepts
Boards Dot Count
29
Having a Park

Seat Wall

Sell Land

Puppy Bags

Harmonic design

Drinking Fountain

Rustic

Artistic

Natural Stage

Granite Gravel

Natural Materials - Wood

Park Furniture - Picnic Tables

Natural Materials - Stone

Park Furniture - Benches

Durable Reproductions

No

Rock Climbing

Yes

Fencing
Large Playground

Unique

Contemporary Playground

Imagination Play

Swings

Hill Side Play

Merry go Round

Unique Paving

See Saw

Tree Plantings

Short Court

Strolling Path

Pavilion
0

5
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0

5

10
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Design Concept Boards Summary
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Park Furniture
On the design concept board, there were pictures of benches, picnic tables and trash cans. Out of these various
options for park furniture, benches were the only ones positively selected from this category. A seat wall was an
alternative option that people also provided positive feedback for.

Strolling Path
People placed green dots on the image of a strolling path. Incorporating this into the design of the park can
provide a place for neighborhood residents to walk and exercise.

Playground Equipment
There were several different play ground equipment options displayed on the design concept boards. One
image of a larger equipment set received 11 red dots, while some of the smaller, simpler play structures
received more positive feedback with green dots. A contemporary playground set, swings, and a merry go
round all received equal number of 4 green dots.
A short court was also poorly received by the neighborhood. It received the greatest amount of red dots out of
the different options in this exercise.
The neighborhood was also interested in playground equipment design that was unique to this park.

Design Concept Boards Summary
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Nature-Based Design
Natural materials like stone and wood were popular for the design options for the park amenities. Durable
reproductions of natural features with concrete were seen as a positive possibilities.
There were mixed opinions leaning towards negative about a rustic appearance. An artistic wall or piece in the
park received negative feedback as well as granite gravel as a material.

Fencing
There were 7 green dots for placing fencing around the perimeter of the park, specifically on property lines
shared with neighboring houses. People want to protect the privacy of their home from the public space.

Pavilion
There were more red dots than green dots on the possibility of a pavilion at Kerlick Park.

Drinking Water Fountain
The neighborhood has split opinions on the installation of a drinking water fountain at the park.

Other Design Possibilities
Both harmonic design and the incorporation of a natural stage on the site were given red dots.

Dogs
14 red dots were placed on the option of having dog waste bag dispensers at the park.

No Park
There were 2 red dots to having a park and 3 green dots next to a written note to sell the land.

Park Furniture – Design
Concept Board Results
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Park Furniture Picnic Tables
0%

There were 19 comments
on the types of park
furniture that would be
used.
Seat Wall
32%

Park Furniture Benches
68%

Play Options – Design
Concept Board Results
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No Unique Play No Rock Climbing
Structure
2%
2%
No Imagination
Play
Unique
2%
8%
Imagination Play
2%

Rock Climbing
2%

No Short Court
27%

Hill Side Play
8%
No Swings
2%

Contemporary
Playground
7%

Swings
7%
Merry go
round
7%

No Large/Bulky
Playground
19%

Large/Bulky
Playground
5%

There was a mixture of
positive and negative
comments on types of
play equipment, sports
courts and fields out of
the 58 comments on the
topic.
There were more positive
reactions to simple, small
playgrounds.
There was some positive
feedback on
incorporating the existing
hill on the park in the
children’s play.

Misc. Site Structures –
Design Concept Board Results
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No Drinking
Fountain
Drinking
7%
Fountain
7%

Pavilion
8%

No Pavilion
22%

Fencing
26%

No Natural
Stage
30%

There were 25 comments
concerning types of
miscellaneous structures in
the park. The citizens did
not want a natural stage.
While the results were
mixed on having a
pavilion, more people
said no to this option.
Fencing is again a concern
for the same reasons as
on the questionnaire.

Nature Based –
Design Concept Board Results
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No Harmonic
Design
4%

No Rustic
13%

No Granite
Gravel
2%
No Artistic Wall
11%

Rustic
6%

Natural
Materials Stone
6%

No Natural
Materials Stone
2%

Durable
Reproductions
8%

No Natural
Stage
17%

Tree Plantings
4%

Natural
Materials Wood
27%

There were 48 comments
concerning types of
materials and nature in
the park. The citizens did
not want a natural stage.
They want natural
materials like wood and
stone to be included into
the design of the park’s
elements.

Dogs – Design Concept Board Results
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Dog Waste Bags
12%

No Dog Waste
Bags
88%

There were 16 comments
concerning the use of dog
waste bags.
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Synthesis of Results

A Synthesis of Questionnaire and
Design Concept Boards
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This is a synthesis of the information provided by the Mission Oaks neighborhood residents about the qualities,
amenities and improvements desired for Kerlick Park. It combines the information in the questionnaire summary
(pages 4-19) and the design concepts boards summary (pages 20-34). Results from both summaries support and
clarify each other.
Pages 35 - 39 identify the elements that should be included in the design which were derived from the
summaries of the public input.

Questionnaire
Summary (pgs. 17-30)
Walking Path
Playground

Benches

Walking Path

Nature

Modest Playground

No Buildings or Restrooms
Picnic Tables

No Parking

Design Concept Boards
Summary (pgs. 31-38)

Fencing

ADA

No Dog Park

No Pavilions

Benches
Nature
Fencing

No Dog Park

Synthesis – Design of Kerlick
Park (pgs. 13-16; 39)
Walking Path
Modest Playground

Benches
ADA

No Buildings or Restrooms
Picnic Table

No Parking

Fencing

Nature

Synthesis of Most Valued
Park Amenities
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For the Neighborhood
The citizens living in the neighborhood around Kerlick Park want to keep the park small and for primary use by
neighborhood residents. Almost all citizens who live within a quarter mile radius feel the park is within walking and
bicycling distance of their homes. As a neighborhood park, it would provide recreation needs for the immediate
neighborhood. The neighborhood hopes it will be most attractive for the residents that live within walking distance,
rather than the city as a whole.

Nature-Based Design
The Park has the valuable assets of existing trees and interesting terrain. The proposed design should not alter or
negatively impact the existing trees and hill on the park land. The questionnaire showed the citizens enjoy the trees
and hill currently on site. They want to see the natural beauty of the site maintained with the new development. The
neighborhood loves the idea of a special place to interact with nature. Preserving the trees and planting new ones
helps offer shade to people utilizing the parks amenities, and is a positive action to help the environment.
The design should also incorporate natural materials such as wood and stone or durable reproductions. Durable
reproductions are made of concrete but designed to look like natural pieces.

Wood

Stone

Durable Materials

Tree Plantings

Synthesis of Most Valued
Park Amenities
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Strolling Path
A strolling path should be included in the design of Kerlick Park to provide residents a pleasant place to walk
and exercise.

Seating
Benches placed under the trees in Kerlick Park can provide a pleasant shady place to rest, visit with neighbors,
or read a book. Benches and a few picnic tables would be the ideal arrangement for park furniture. Because
many people go for walks through the neighborhood, providing benches would give walkers a place to sit and
rest in the shade of the oak trees at the park.

ADA Accessibility
It is important that everyone can visit and utilize the amenities the park provides.

Strolling Path

Bench Swing

Bench

Seat Wall

Synthesis of Most Valued Amenities
and Playground Equipment
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Playground Equipment
Playgrounds offer a place for children to play, to be imaginative, to be outdoors and exercise. The playground
at Kerlick Park should be a simple design. Possibilities are a simple swing set, a unique or contemporary
playground design, play incorporated into the hill on site or other natural elements. By keeping the amount of
playground equipment minimal, and not having a large sports court or field, it increases the amount space that
can remain as natural space in the park.

Picnic Tables
One or two picnic tables should be provided for small family picnics or gatherings.

Swings

Contemporary Playground

Unique

Hillside Play

Synthesis of Fencing
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The neighbors on the
sides and behind the
park requested the use
of privacy fencing.
A few neighbors
suggested placing
fencing on the street
side of the park,
though this is not as
much of a concern for
the residents.
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Conclusion – Recommended Design Features

Conclusion - Recommended Features
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Neighborhood residents can come to the park to walk along the path or sit on
a bench to read a book beneath the shade of the large trees on site. Children
can play on the simple, modest playground or utilize the hill and open space in
their play. Families or other small groups can have lunch at the picnic table.
Due to the absence of parking and restrooms, the park will mainly attract
residents who live in the neighborhood. The limited amount of development
allows a portion of the site to remain natural. This creates the opportunity for
growing plants that promote habitat for birds, pollinating insects and other
wildlife.
The simple, natural, intimate space of a neighborhood park will be a treasured
asset to the Mission Oaks neighborhood. It will provide a desirable place to be
outdoors for all ages. While there is still a portion of the residents that do not
desire a park at this location, the majority of the neighborhood is supportive
of future development of Kerlick Park.
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Kerlick Park Concept Drawing
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